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Abst ract - -The mixed Dirichlet-Neumann problem for the Laplace equation in an unbounded 
connected plane domain with cuts (cracks) is studied. The Neumann condition is given on closed 
curves making up the boundary of the domain, while the Dirichlet condition is specified on the cuts. 
The existence of a classical solution is proved by means of potential theory and the boundary integral 
equation method. The integral representation for a solution is obtained in the form of potentials. 
The density in potentials satisfies the uniquely solvable Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind and index zero. Singularities of the gradient of the solution at the tips of cuts are investigated. 
@ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the Laplace equation in an unbounded multiply con- 
nected domain with cuts (cracks) were studied in [1,2], where these problems were reduced to an 
uniquely solvable Fredholm integral equation of the second kind and index zero. In the present 
paper, the Neumann boundary condition is given on the closed curves making up the boundary 
of a multiply connected omain, while the Dirichlet condition is given on the cuts. Modeling of 
different physical processes in media with cracks and holes leads to this problem, for example, 
modeling of distribution of stationary electric or heat field. The problem studied in the present 
paper describe~, for instance, electric urrent in semiconductors with electrodes modeled by open 
arcs if the nonflow of electrie current is given on closed curves, and electric potential is spec- 
ified on the electrodes [3]. We investigate the problem in general exterior domain (boundary 
includes everal dosed curves and several cuts) by means of potential theory and boundary inte- 
gral equation method. We obtain integral representation for a solution in the form of potentials 
and reduce the problem to the uniquely solvable Fredholm integral equation of the second kind 
and index zero for the density in potentials. These results were not obtained for our problem 
before. Our integral equation can be computed by standard codes, so it is useful for applications. 
Using the integral representation for the solution, we derive explicit formulas for singularities of 
the solution gradient at the tips of cuts and find the conditions of disappearanee of singularities. 
Such sharp results are essentially based on an integral formula for the global solution. Therefore, 
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they cannot be obtained by using local methods for analysis of singularities in boundary value 
problems. Recent advances in studies of harmonic boundary value problems for domains with 
closed nonsmooth boundaries are given in [4-6]. Dirichlet and Neumann problems for propaga- 
tive Helmholtz equation in unbounded domains with cracks have been studied and reduced to 
the uniquely solvable integral equations in [7,8]. The oblique derivative problems in the exterior 
of cuts in a plane for Laplace and Helmholtz equations were treated in [3,9]. 
2. FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM 
By a simple open curve, we mean a nonelosed smooth arc of finite length without self-intersec- 
tions [10]. 
In the plane x = (xl ,x2) • R2~ we consider the exterior multiply connected omain bounded 
by simple open curves F~, . . . ,  F~, of class C 2,~, N1 _ 1, and simple closed curves . . . . .  of 
class c 2,°, N2 > 0, A • (0,1], so that the curves do not have points in common. We put 
NI N2 
r '=  OrL  - UrL  r=r ur 
r~ l  n=l  
The exterior connected domain bounded by F 2 will be called 7). We assume that each curve 
k /c P~ is parametrized by the arc length s :  P~ = {x : x = x(s) = (xl(s),x2(s)),  s • [an,b~]}, 
n = 1 , . . . ,Nk ,  k ---- 1,2, so that a] < b~ <. . .  < a~v ` < b~¢ a < a~ < b 2 <. . .  < a~% < b~v 2 and 
the domain D is on the right when the parameter s increases on r~.  Therefore, points x E F and 
values of the parameter s are in one-to-one correspondence except for a~, b~, which correspond 
to the same point x for n = 1 . . . . .  N2. Below the sets of the intervals on the Os axis 
N~ N2 2 Nk 
n=l  n=l  k=l  n=l  
will be denoted by the same symbols as corresponding sets of curves, that is, by F 1, F 2, and r ,  
respectively. 
We put c° ( r~)  = (J=(s): Y(s) • C°[a~,b~], Y(a~) = ~(b2,)}, and 
N~ 
= N • 
By/3~,  we denote the interior domain bounded by the curve r~ (n = 1 . . . . .  N2). 
The tangent vector to F at the point x(s) we denote by r~ = (cosa(s) ,s ina(s ) ) ,  where 
cosa(s)  = x~(s), s ina(s)  = x~(s). Let n~ - ( s ina(s ) , - cosa(s ) )  be the normal vector to r 
at x(s). The direction of n~ is chosen such that  it wilt coincide with the direction of r~ if nx is 
rotated counterclockwise through an angle of ~r/2. 
We consider the curves r 1 as a set of cuts. The side of F 1 which is on the left, when the 
parameter s increases, will be denoted by ( r l )  +, and the opposite side will be denoted by (F1) - .  
We say, that the function u(x) belongs to the smoothness class K if 
(1) • c°(7)\r n c2( \rl), 
(2) vu  • where X is a point-set consisting of the end-points of F 1 
N1 
x = U (x u 
(3) in the neighbourhood of any point x(d) • X,  for some constants C > 0, e > -1 ,  the 
inequality holds 
IWl  _< C I x - x(d) l ' ,  (1) 
1 d = b 1, n 1 , .  N1, when x ---* x(d) for d = a ,  or = . . ,  
(4) there exists a uniform for all x(s) • r 2 limit of (nx, V~-u(5)) as • • 7)\F 1 tends to x • F 2 
along the normal n~. 
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REMARK. In the definition of the class K, we consider p1 as a set of cuts. In particular, by 
C°(2)\r l ) ,  we denote a class of functions which are continuously extended on cuts F 1 from the 
left and right and are continuous at the tips of cuts r 1. However, values of these functions on F 1 
from the left and right can be different everywhere except ips, so that the functions may have a 
jump on F 1, 
Let us formulate the mixed Dirichlet-Neumann problem for the Laplace equation in the do- 
main D\F  1. 
PROBLEM U. Find a function u(z), which belongs to the class BE, obeys the Laplace equation 
02 02 
0x~ (~) + ~-~ ~ (x) = 0, • • v \ r ' ,  (2a) 
the boundary conditions 
u (x (s))Lcr,)+ = F + (s), u (x (s))lcr,)- = F-  (s),  (2b) 
(,), 
On, [z(,)er2 
and the following condition at infinity 
I~ (-)1 -< const, I-I = ~ - ~  ~.  (2e) 
All conditions of Problem U must be satisfied in the classical sense. By 0,~ on r 2, we mean 
the limit ensured in the point (4) of the definition of the smoothness class K. 
If N2 = 0 and dosed curves F 2 are absent, then Problem U transforms to the Dirichlet problem 
outside cuts r 1 in a plane. 
With the help of the energy equalities and the technique of equidistant curves [11], we can 
easily prove the following assertion. 
THEOREM 1. Problem U has at mos¢ one solution. 
By fr~ ""  da, we mean 
~[b~. . .da  (k= 1,2). 
n=l  Ja~ 
PROOF. Let u°(x) be a solution of homogeneous Problem U (with F±(s) - O, F(s) -= 0). It 
follows from the behaviour of harmonic functions in exterior domains [11, Section 26.1] that the 
estimate 
I v ' °  (~)1 < co I~l -~, I~1-~ ~,  (s) 
holds, where c~ is a constant. To apply energy equalities for harmonic functions, we envelop 
each cut 1~ (n = 1,. . .  ,N1) by a closed contour and each closed curve r~ (n = 1 . . . . .  N2) by an 
equidistant contour. Then, we allow to shrink contours onto the curves F and use the smoothness 
of the solution of Problem U, i.e., use that u°(x) E K. In this way, we arrive at the identity 
[ o °"° IIv  o 
+ es + fo 2" o,,o (41 ds_f  ' 
where Cr is the circle of the large radius r with the center in the origin, and ~ is a polar angle. 
We suppose, that F C Cr. Substituting the homogeneous boundary condition (2b) in (4), we 
have 
0 2 -2~ 0 0 
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Letting r --. co and using conditions at infinity i2c),(3), we obtain that the integral in ~0 tends 
0 2 to zero. Therefore, IIVu IiLz(V\r~) ---- 0, and so u ° is a constant. From Dirichlet boundary 
condition (2b) on F ~, it follows that this constant is equal to zero. Thus, u ° -~ 0. Now, the 
statement of the theorem follows from the linearity of Problem U. 
3.  INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AT THE BOUNDARY 
Below, we assume that 
F+ (s) , F -  (s) e Cx,X (r~) , F (s) e C° (F2) , 
F +(a~)=F-(a~), F +(b~)--F-(b~), 
• (0,1], (sa) 
n = 1, . . . ,  N1. (5b) 
if BI(F1), B2(r ~) are Banach spaces of functions given on r 1 and r 2, then by s~(r *) ns2(r2), 
we denote a Banach space of functions ~(s), which are defined on r and ~(s)]r  .. • B,~(rm), 
where m = 1, 2. The Banach space BI(F 1) n E2(F 2) is endowed with the norm 
An example of such a Banach space is C°(F) ---- C°(F 1) N C°(F2). 
We shall construct the solution of Problem U from the smoothness class K with the help of 
potential theory for the Laplace equation (2a). 
We consider an angular potential [12] for equation i2a) 
,~1 [~'] (x) = -~ , ~'(~) v (~,y  0 ) )  d~. (6) 
The kernel V(x, y(#)) is defined (up to indeterminacy 27rm, m = ±1, ±2, . . .  ) by the formulas 
x2 - y2  (~) 
Xl--Yl(O'), sinVix, yia))_ Ix Y(~r)l cosy  (x ,y  (~)) = I~"  y ~)l  
where 
y = y (~) = (y~ (~),  ~2 (o)) e r ~, I~ - ~ (~)1 = ~/~ - y~ (~)) ~ + (~ - y~ (~))~. 
) 
One can see, that V(x,y(~r)) is the angle between the vector y(a)x and the direction of the OXl 
axis. More precisely~ V(x~y(cr)) is a multivalued harmonic function of x connected with 
in Ix - Y(~)I by the Cauehy-Pdemann relations. 
Below, by V(x,y(a)), we denote an arbitrary fixed branch of this function, which varies con- 
tinuously with ¢r along each curve F~ ( n = 1,.. .  ,N1) for given fixed x ~ F I. 
Under this definition of Vix, y(a)), the potential vl[u](x) is a multivalued function. In order 
that the potential vl[u] (x) be single-valued, it is necessary to impose the following additional 
conditions 
~ b~ v (a) dcr ---- 0, n = 1, . . . ,  N1. (7) 
Below we suppose that the density v(a) belongs to C°'AiFx ) and satisfies conditions (7). As 
shown in [12,13], for such u(a) the angular potential Vl [v](z) belongs to the class K. In particular, 
condition (1) is satisfied for any e • ( -1,  0). Moreover, integrating vl[v](x) by parts and using (7), 
we express the angular potential in terms of a double layer potential 
~1 [~1 ix) = ~ 10 (o) In I~ - y (~)1 d~ (8) 
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with the densiW 
1 1 o(~,) -- ~ ~,(~) ~,  ,, e [~.,b.] ,  n = ~, . . . ,N~.  (9) 
Consequently, vt[y] (x) satisfies both equation (2a) outside r 1 and the condition at infinity (2c). 
Let us construct a solution of Problem U. We seek a solution of the problem in the following 
form 
[P, ~] (=) = Vl [~] (=) + w [~] (x), (10) 
where Vl [v] (x) is given by (6), (8), and 
Here, GN1 is an unknown constant, which must be found when solving the problem. The meaning 
of the notation GN1 win be clarified below. By wl~u](x) and w2[/~](x), we denote single layer 
potentials on the curves r I and F 2, respectively. 
As noted above, we will look for the density v(a) satisfying the conditions (7) and belonging 
to c°,~(rl). 
We will seek/~(s) from the Banach space e~(r , )  n c°(r~), ~ • (0,1], q e [0,1) with the norm 
I I ' l lc~(,~l)~co(r,) = I I ' l lc~,(r,)+ t l ' l lc,(r ,) .  
We say that/~(s) • Cq(F 1) if 
N1 
.(.) I I  i . -  o'.1  I=- ' • (r'), 
n=l  
where C°,W(P 1) is a Hblder space with the exponent w and 
I1~' ( ') l lc~,(r l)  -- ( ' )  I - [  ]" - ,1[~ [, _ 
n=l CO,~(F I) 
It can be checked directly with the help of [10,13], that for such #(s) the function wi l l ( z )  
obeys equation (2a) and belongs to the class K. In particular, inequality (1) holds with e = -q  
if q 6 (0,1). According to [11], the potential w2Lu](x) satisfies equation (2a) and belongs to 
the class K, and so u[u,l~](x) • K. If (7) holds, then the function u[u,/~](x) has the following 
behaviour at infinity 
u[u,.](x)=--~--~ .(o')dcrlnlxl+GN, +O Ix1-1 , 1=1=(=~+=22)v=--'=. 
Therefore, u[v,/~](x) satisfies condition at infinity (2c) if 
r p (a) da = 0. (11) 
To satisfy the boundary conditions, we put (10) in (2b), use limit formulas for potentials 
[9,12,13], and arrive at the system of the integral equations for the densities #(s), u(s), and 
constant GN 1 
4- p (s )+~ 1 p (Cr )~ ln lx (s ) -y (~) ld~ 
(ha)  
,ur l~(a)lnlx(s)-y(~r)l  d~'-~-GN1 =F'I'($), 8EF  1, 
~ 2~ 
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1 f u(cr) sin~o(xCs),y(cr)) da 
-~  . .  1 Ix (s) - y (~)1 (12b) 
1 i fr cos ~0 (z (s), y (~)) da = F (s) s e r 2, 
-~ ' (~)+~ ~Url "(~) ~7) -~ 
where p(s) is defined in terms of u(s) in (9). By ~oo(x,y) we denote the angle between the vector 
and the direction of the normal nz. The angle ~o0(z, y) is taken to be positive if it is measured 
counterclockwise from nz and negative if it is measured clockwise from lax. Besides, ~o0(x, y) is 
continuous in x,y • r i fx  ~t y. Note, that for x(s), y • F, and x ~t y, we have the relationships 
o ~n ~o (~, y) _ ~o~ (v (:~ (s), y) - ~ (s)) 
~sln Ix (s) - yl = in Iz - yl - v (z, y) = 
an~ ut (s) yl 
Lv °__v o , , cos ~o (~, ~) si~ (v(~(~), ~) - ~(s)) - -1 . ,~-y ,  = = 
as (~(s ) ,y )= a~-~ (z ,u )= On~ I~-u l  I x (s ) -y l  ' 
where a(s) is the inclination of the tangent rz to the Oxl axis, and V(x, y) is the kernel of the 
angular potential from (6). 
The kernel of the second integral term in (12a) has a weak singularity as s = a. To derive limit 
formulas for the angular potential, we used its expression in the form of a double layer poten- 
tial (8). Equation (12a) is obtained as x ---* x(s) • (F1) + and comprises two integral equations. 
The upper sign denotes the integral equation on (rl) +, the lower sign denotes the integral equa- 
tion on (rl) - .  In addition to the integral equations written above, we have conditions (7),(11). 
Subtracting the integral equations (12a) and using (9), we find 
p (s) = ( f+  (s) - F -  (~)) • c~,~(r l ) ,  
u (s) = (F '+ (s) - F ' -  (s)) e C°'x(rl), F'±(s) = ~---~F ±(s). (13) 
We note that u(s) is found completely and satisfies all required conditions, in particular, (7). 
Hence, the angular potential (6),(8) is found completely as well. 
We introduce the function f(s) on r by the formula 
1 (F + (s) + F-  (s)) f (s) = 
(14a) 
-~  (F+ (~/ -Y -  (~/) O~lz (s l  -y(~' / I  ~ ,  s • r 1, 
1 Olly 
and 
f r  sin ~a0 (x (s), y (a)) da, s E r 2, (14b) f(s)=F(s)÷l---2¢ i (F '+(~)-F' - (~))  I~(s)-u(~)l 
where F(s) and F-~(s) are specified in (2b) and satisfy conditions (5). As shown in [13], if s E r I , 
then f(s) • CI'X(F1). Consequently, f(s) • C1,A(F 1) n C°(F2). 
Adding the integral equations (12a) and taking into account (12b), we obtain the integral 
equations for #(s) and G#1 
1 L ~(~) ln l z (s ) -y (~) l  dffq'GN1 =f(s), 
1~ - - ,~  [~1 (~) =.  (s) + ~ (~1 A~ (s, ~) a~, -- -2 I  (s), 
where f(s) is given in (14) and 
i cos ~,o (z (s),y (,~)) 
A2 (s, a) = ¢ I~(s) - y (¢)1 
The limit in (16) is understood for x E :D along the normal n .  to r 2. 
s ~ r ~, (15) 
sE1  -`2 , (16) 
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Note that A2(s,a) • C°(r 2 × r), because r 2 is of class C u,°. 
REMARK. Evidently, f(a2n) = f(b2n) and A2(a2n, cr) = A2(~,cr) for G • r ,  cr ~ a m ~, b~2 (n = 
[IIN2 ra2 b~]) then, according 1, . . . ,  N2). Hence, if #(s) is a solution of equation (16) from C o \Un=l[ ,~, ,
to equality (16), ~(s) automatically satisfies matching conditions ~(a 2) =/~(b~) for n ---- 1, . . . ,  N2 
and, therefore, belongs to C°(P2). This observation can be helpful in finding numerical solutions, 
since we may drop matching conditions /~(a~) = ~(~),  (n = 1, . . . ,  N2), which are fulfilled 
automatically. 
Thus, if constant GN1 and function/~(s) from the space cTcr')  n Co(r2 ) (~ • (0,1], q • [0,1)) 
solve equations (11), (15), (16), then the potential (10) with v(s) from (13) satisfies all conditions 
of Problem U and belongs to the class K. 
Below, we will consider Banach spaces of the form H × El, consisting of vectors {#(s), GN1 } 
with two components. The first component is a function ~(s) E H, while the second component 
is a constant GNI • El, so that II{~,CN1}IIH×E~ = Ibll  + IIGN~II~,. 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let F 1 • C 2,~, F 2 • C 2'°, and eondi$ions (5) hold. If  equations (I1), (15), (16) 
ha.e a solutio. {~(s),CN~} ~rom ~e Ban~ sp~ c~'(r l) n c0(r  2) x E1 to. ~ome ~ • (0, 1] 
and q • [0,1), then a solution of Problem U exists, belongs to the class K and is given by (i0), 
~he~e ~(~) ~s de~ned in (~3). 
If s • P 2, then (16) is an equation of the second kind. If s E F 1, then (15) is an equation of 
the first kind, and its kernel has the logarithmic singularity. 
Our further treatment will he aimed to the proof of existence of a solution {#(s), GNI } of 
equations (11), (15), (16) in the Banach space C~(r 1) n c° ( r  2) x El. Moreover, we reduce (11), 
(15), (16) to a Fredholm equation of the second kind, which can be easily computed by classical 
methods. 
By differentiating (15) on F 1, we reduce it to the following Cauchy singular integral equation 
on r 1 
o 1 fr ~n~°(x(8) 'Y(~))do / '  r ~. (17) 
Integrating by parts in (14a) and differentiating in s, we obtain 
d/  1 f ' -  
f ' (S )=ds  (s )=~(F  '+(s )+ (s)) 
1 f~ (F'+ (~) - F ' -  (~)) ~ ~0 (~ (~), ~ (~)) dG, s • r ~. 
We note that equation (17) is equivalent to (15) on F ~ if (17) is accompaaied by the following 
additional conditions 
w~u] (x(a~)) = f (al),  n= l , . . . ,Y~.  (18) 
The system (11), (16)-(18) is equivalent to the equations (11), (15), (16). 
It can be easily proved that 
o in I~(s) - ~(~)1 _ sin~00 (x (s),y (a)) ~ • co,x(F 1 × r~), 
as  Is - ~'1 I~ (s )  - ~ (¢')1 ~ - 
~,~o (x ( s ) ,u  (,~)) • c,o, ~, ( r  ~ × : r ] ) ,  
I~(~) - ~ (~')1 
(see [10,13] for details). Therefore, we can rewrite (17) in the form 
° 
2-~sw ~u] (x (s)) = -~ ~ # (a) a -s  + # (a) M (s, G) da = 2f' (s), s • F ~, (19) 
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where f ' (s)  • C°,X(F t) and 
M(s,a)- - - - ;  (1 -5 (F2 ,a ) )  
L Iz(~) - y (o) 1 o- ,7 
+5 (r~,~) sin~o (x@),y(~)) } e c °,~ (r ~ × r) 
tx (~) - ~ (<~)1 
with 
1i, (s) + ~ # (~r) A1 (s, ~) da + - -  
where 
( 0, if s t t  r ~ ,
~ (r2,s)= 
I, i f sEF  2. 
4 .  THE FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION 
AND THE SOLUTION OF  THE PROBLEM 
Inverting the singular integral operator in (19), we arrive at the following integral equation of 
the second kind [10] 
NI -- 1 
1 1 
Q1 (s) .=0 ~ GnSn --- ~1 (8) 01 (S), S e F1, (20) 
A1 (s,q) = --~ i QI (~) d~, 
/¢1 
rl=l 
1 L 2Q, (a) I' (a) d~, ¢1 (s) = - ~ ~ - s 
and Go, . . . ,  GNI-1 are arbitrary constants. 
It can be shown using the properties of singular integrals [10], that 4bl(s), Al(s,a) are Hhlder 
functions if s e 1 -'1, a E F. Consequently, any solution of (20) belongs to c~/2(r  1) and below, we 
look for it(s) on F 1 in this space. 
To derive equations for Go,..., GNu-l, we substitute it(s) from (20) in the conditions (11),(18), 
then we obtain 
Nx 
j r  # (~) i,~ (~) d~ -4- ~ B,,mam : H , ,  n = 1 , . . . ,  N1 "#- 1, (21) 
hi=0 
where for n ---- 1 , . . . ,  N1, 
~. (~) = --It]l [Or 1 (.) A1 (-,~)] (~ (tl l)) - &e  (r2,~) In Ix (a l )  - l# (~)l 
27r 
{Or (.1] + S 
for n = N1 -{- 1, 
Besides, 
lxvl+, (~) = - i t ,  Q-~I (s) A1 (s,~) ds + 5 (F2,~), 
HN,+I = - kl  Qll (S) (II 1 (S) d$. 
[qr 1 (x (a'.)), 
Bn,~ -- - frl Q-~I (s) s "~ ds, 
1, 
O, 
n = 1 , . . . ,N1;  
n=Nl+l ;  
n = 1 , . . . ,N t ;  
n=Nl  + l; 
m = 0 , . . . ,N1  - 1, 
m = 0 . . . .  ,NI - 1, 
Tt'~ ~ N I . 
(22) 
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By (-), we denote the variable of integration in the potential wi [/~](x). Equations for n = 1,. . . ,  Ni 
in (20) are derived from (18), while equation for n = N1 + 1 in (20) is derived from (11). 
We put 
Q (s) = (i - ~ ( r t  s)) Q, (s) + 6 (r ~, s),  , • r.  
Instead of/~(s) • C~/2(D l) n C°(F2), we introduce the new unknown function 
~.(s) = u(~)Q(s) e c~,~(ra) n c°(r2), 
and rewrite (20), (16) in the form of one equation 
NI --I 
#. (s) + fr tz* (~) O-1 (cr) A (s, (r) da + (1 - 6(F 2, s)) Z a'*s'~ = (I) (s), • r, (23) 
where 
A (s,a) = (1 - 6 (F 2, s)) A1 (s, a) + ~ (F 2, s) A2 (s,a),  
(~) = (1 - ~ (r ~, ~)) ¢1 (~) - 2~ (r ~, ~) f (s). 
In terms of/z.(s), equations (21) can be written in the form 
N1 
fr Q 1 (e) t,. (0 t,, (e) ~ + y:. B,.,,~., = H,,, m.~--0 n= 1, . . . ,N1 +1. (24) 
Thus, the system of equations (11), (16)-(18) for #(s) and GN1 has been reduced to sys- 
tem (23),(24) for the function #.(s) and constants Go,. . . ,  GN1. It is clear from our consideration 
that any solution of system (23), (24) gives a solution of system (11), (16)-(18). 
As noted above, ~l(s) and Al(s,a) are Hblder functions if s E F 1, cr E D. More precisely, 
(see [10]), @l(s) • Co'p(F1), p = rain(l/2, )~}, and Al(s, a) belongs to C°'P(r 1) in s uniformly 
with respect o a • D. We arrive at the following assertion. 
LEMMA. Let •1 • C2,~, r 2 e c2,o, ~ • (o, 1] ~.a ~(s) • co,.(r 1) n c°( rb ,  where p -- 
~n{~, t/2}. I~.(~) ~om c°(r) ~t .~ ~t~on (2s), ~he~..(~) be~o~g~ to c°,~(r ')nc~(rb.  
Condition @(s) • C°,P(D 1) n C°(F 2) holds if conditions (5) hold. 
Hence, below, we will seek #,(s) from C°(F). 
Using Arzela-Ascoli theorem, one can verify directly that the integral operator from (23) 
A#, = fr #" (~r) Q-1 (¢r) A (s, a) &r, 
is a compact operator mapping C°(F) into itself, since A(s, a) E C°(r  × D). 
We rewrite (23) in the operator form 
(I + A) ~. + PG -- ,~, (25) 
where P is the operator multiplying the row 
P= (1 -  ~ ( r~,s ) ) ( s° , . . . , s " , -1 ,0 )  
by the column G = (Go,.. . ,  GNI-1, GN1) T. 
into C°(1 ") and, therefore, compact. 
Now, we rewrite equations (24) in the form 
The operator P is finite dimensional from EN~+I 
INI+IG + LU, + (B - INI+I) G = H, (26) 
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where H = (HI , . . .  ,H/vl+l) T is a column of (N1 -t- 1) elements, INI+I is an identity operator 
in Et¢,+I, B is an (N1 + 1) x (NI + 1) matrix consisting of the elements B~,~ firom (22). The 
operator L acts from C°(F) into ENI+I, so that L/~. -- (L1/~.,..., LNI+I/~.) "r, where 
L~.  -- f~ Q-1 (4) ~. (~) I. (4) d~. 
The operators (B - IN~+I), L are finite dimensional nd, therefore, compact. 
We consider the columns (°) 
P= ' ~= H '  
in the Banach space C°(F) x EN~+I with the norm H/~]]co(r)×EN.+l = [I/~,]]co(r) -t-IIG]]EN~+,. 
We write system (25),(26) in the form of one equation 
(I + R) p = ~,, t t  = B - IN~+I ' 
where I is a~ identity operator in the space C°(F) x ENI+I. It is clear, that R is a compact 
operator mapping C°(F) × EN~+I into itself. Therefore, (27) is a Fredholm equation of index 
zero in this space. 
Let us show that the homogeneous equation (27) has only a trivial solution. Then, according to 
Fredholm's theorems, the inhomogencous equation (27) has a unique solution for any right-hand 
side. We will prove this by a contradiction. Let 
r,s=(~°"~ c°(r )  EN,+, \Go/e x 
be a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous equation (27). According to the lemma, 
~° = ('~*~ko0] e c °,p (r 1) nc° ( r  ~) × E~+I, v= min{~,l/2} 
Therefore, the function #°(s) = #°(s)Q-l(s) • C~/2(F1) NC°(F 2) and the column G O convert 
the homogeneous equations (20), (16), (21) into identities. For instance, (16) takes the form 
lim 0 
where the limit is understood for x • I) along the normal nz to Y 2, Using the homogeneous 
identity (20), we check that the homogeneous identities (21) are eqm'valent to 
w[/1 a] (x(a~))=0, n= 1 , . . . ,g l ,  (28a) 
r #° (~) d~ = 0. (285) 
Besides, acting on the homogeneous identity (20) with a singular operator with the kernel ( s - t ) -1  
we find that #°(s) satisfies the homogeneous equation (19) 
0 (~ (~)) rl ~ [~°] = 0. (2sc) 
It follows from (28) that #°(s) satisfies the homogeneous equations (15),(I1), On the basis of 
Theorem 2, u[0,#°](x) - w[#°](x) is a solution of the homogeneous Problem U. According to 
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Theorem 1 : w~°](x) _ 0, x • T)\r 1. 
single-layer potential on F 1, we have 
Hence, 
and 
Using the limit formulas for normal derivatives of a 
0 0 
lim - -w  [po] (x) - lira - -w  [.o] (x) = #0 (s) ------ 0, 
~-,~(~)c(rb+ On . . . .  (,)e(m)- Onz 
[~o] (~) = ~ [~o] (2) + ~,  _= 0, ~ • v ,  
S Er  1. 
/r ~° (s) = ds 0 2 
from (28b). Using behaviour of w2[p°](x) at infinity, we obtain 
O _ w [l~O] (x) = w2 [pO] (x) + GoN, = ---~1 fr ,  "° (cO da ln ixi + G°N" + O Oxl- '  ) 
+ o (l=r = , N ~ ¢~, 
and so O1 = 0. Therefore, 
~[,0](~) = ~[~o] (~)  _ 0, ~ • v .  
According to [11], the single layer potential w2[~°](x) belongs to C°(R 2) and obeys Laplace 
equation (2a) in R 2 \ F 2. Consequently, w2[#°](~) satisfies the homogeneous Dirichlet problem 
in interior domain 7), bounded by r~: where n = 1, . . . ,  N2, 
~ [,0] (~) e c ° (9-;) n c ~ (~) ,  
,,,~,~ [~,o] (~) = o, • e ~,,, 
~,  M] (~)lr,~ --- 0. 
It follows from maximum principle for harmonic functions [11] that this problem has only the 
trivial solution, wu~u°l(x) -- O, x e 1)n, for n ----- 1 . . . .  ,N2. Hence, w2[/~°](x) -- 0 in R2 \F  2. 
Using the jump formula [11] for normal derivative of the single layer potential w2[iz°](x) on r 2, 
we obtain p°(x) -- 0, x • F 2. 
Consequently, if s • F, then p°(s) - 0, p°(s) = #°(s)Q-l(s) - O, and it follows from the 
homogeneous identity (20) for #°(s) and G~,. G O that G ° ---- 0 for n ---- 0, ,N1 - 1. It 
" " ~ N l - - 1  " " ' 
was shown above that 6-~ = 0, and so G O = (G°,...,G~v~) T -- 0. Hence, ~o ~ 0 and we 
arrive at the contradiction tothe assumption that/5 ° is a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous 
equation (27). Thus, the homogeneous Fredholm equation (27) has only a trivial solution in 
c° ( r )  X EN,+I. 
We have proved the following assertion. 
THEOREM 3. I fP  1 • C 2'~, F 2 E C 2'°, 3, • (0, 1], then (27) is a _Fredholm equation of the second 
kind and index zero in the space C°(r) x EN~+I. Moreover, equation (27) has a unique solution 
= (~) e c°(r) × EN,+I for any (~ = (~f) • co(r) × EN,+I. 
As a consequence ofTheorem 3 and the lemma, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. I1 e r 1 • C 2';~, 1 ~2 • C 2'°, A E (0, 1], then equation (27) has a unique solution 
= (~) e C°"(F 1) n C°(F 2) x EN,+I t'or any ~) ---- (H ~) q c° , , ( r  1) n c0(r ~) × ~N,+~, ~ho, e
p -- min{A, 1/2}. 
We recall that ~ belongs to the class of smoothness required in the corollary if conditions (5) 
hold. Besides, equation (27) is equivalent to system (23),(24). As mentioned above, if function 
l~.(s) • Co'P(Y1)NC°(F~) and constants Go,. . . ,  GN~ solve equations (23),(24), then the constant 
GNI and function t~(s) = p,(s)Q-l(s)  • C~/2(rl ) N C°(F 2) solve system (11), (16)-(18), which 
is equivalent to system (11), (15), (16). We obtain the following statement. 
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THEOREM 4. If  r 1 E c 2,A, F 2 E c 2,° and conditions (5) hold, then system (11), (I5), (16) 
has a solution (I~(s),GN~} from C[/2(F 1) fq c° ( r  2) x E1 w/th p = min{1/2,A}. The function 
/~(s) in dais solution is expressed by the formula #(s) = #.(sIQ-l(s).  The function tz.(s) from 
C°,P(F ~) NC°(F 2) and the constant GN~ are found by solving the Fredholm eqtmtion (27), which 
is uniquely solvable. 
REMARK. The solution {#(s),GN~} of system (11), (151, (16) ensured by Theorem 4, is unique 
in the space C1P~2(r 1) NC°(F2 / × E1 for any Po • (0, p]. The proof can be given by a contradiction 
to the assumption that the homogeneous equations (11), (15), (161 have a nontrivial solution in 
this space. The proof almost coincides with the proof of Theorem 3. Consequently, the numerical 
solution of equations (11), (15), (16) can be obtained by the direct numerical inversion of the 
integral operator from (11), (15), (16). In doing so, HSlder functions can be approximated by 
continuous piecewise linear functions, which also obey H61der inequality. A simplification for 
numerical solving equations (11), (15), (16) is suggested in the remark to the equation (16) in 
Section 3. 
On the basis of Theorem 2 and Theorem 4, we arrive at the final result. 
THEOREM 5. I f r  l E c 2,x, r 2 E c 2,°, and conditions (5) hold, then the solution of Problem U 
exists, belongs to the class K and is given by (10), where v(s) is defined ha (13), while {#(s), G N, } 
is a sol,,tion of eq.ations (11), (1~), 0 ~) in c[/~(rl ) nc°(r  2) x E~ wi~h p = rain{I/9., ~}, ensured 
by Theorem 4. 
It can be checked irectly that the solution of Problem U constructed in Theorem 5 satisfies 
condition (1) with ~ = -1/2 .  Explicit expressions for singularities of the solution gradient at the 
end-points of the open curves can be easily obtained with the help of formulas presented in [13]. 
Theorem 5 ensures existence of a dassical solution of Problem U when F 1 6 C z'x, F 2 6 C 2'°, 
and conditions (5) bold. The uniqueness of the classical solution follows from Theorem 1. It 
appears, that in our assumptions the classical solution of Problem U belongs to the smoothness 
class K. On the basis of our consideration, we suggest the following scheme for solving Problem U. 
First, we find the unique solution of the Fredholm equation (27) from C°(F) XEN,+I. This solution 
automatically belongs to C°'~(F I) N c°(r 2) x EN~+~, p = min{A, 1/2}. Second, we construct the 
function #(s) =/~.(s)Q-~(s) ~ C[/~(F I) N C°(rz). This function and the constant GNI solve 
equations (11/, (15), (16) in the required Banach space. Finally, putting v(s I from (13) and/~(s) 
in (10/, we obtain the solution of Problem U from the class K. 
5. BEHAVIOUR OF  THE GRADIENT OF  THE 
SOLUTION AT  THE T IPS  OF THE CUTS 
As noted at the end of Section 4, the gradient of the solution of Problem U might be unbounded 
at the ends of the contour F 1, where (11 holds with power e = -1 /2 .  We will now make a detailed 
investigation of the behaviour of Vu(x / at the ends of r 1. Let x(d) be one of these end-points. 
In the neighbourhood of x(d), we introduce the system of polar coordinates 
• 1 =Xl (d )+ lx -x (d ) l cos~,  ~2 = x2(d) + Ix -  • (d)l sin~ 
We assume that ~o e (a(d), a(d) + 27r) if d = a 1, and F e (c~(d) - ~r, a(d) + r)  if d = b~. We recall 
that a(s) is the angle between the direction of the Oxl axis and the tangent rx to F 1 through 
the point x(s). Hence, a(d) = c~(aln + 0) if d = aln, and a(d) = ~(b~ - 0) if d = bin. Thus, the 
angle ~ varies continuously in the neighbourhood f the point x(d), cut along the contour .  
We will use the notation #l(s) = #(s) ls -  dl 1/2 = Q-l(s) l~.(s)[s- d[ 1/2. Let 
re(d)  = , , (a~)  = ,~(a~. + 0), 
if d = a~, and , l (d )  -- ~1(b~1 = m(b~ - 0) if d = hi.. 
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The derivatives of harmonic logarithmic and angular potentials can be represented in terms of 
a Cauchy integral in a complex plane, 
0 
0~--:~t ['~l (x) + 
0 
~ I'71 (~) + 
where 
i~ -~ ~, [~] (x) = D [,7] (~), 
i£vl [r]] (x) = iD [~] (~), 
D [r/] ($) : ~ ~/Ca ) e_i=Ca ) d~ (a) 
, ~ (<7) - ~, 
~(O') = yl(u) 4- i~t2(~r), ~ ~- X 1 4- iZ2, 
~(a) is the angle between the tangent vector ~-~ at the point y(tr) and the Oxl axis. Using the 
representation for the derivatives of harmonic potentials in terms of Cauchy type integrals and 
using the properties of these integrals near the ends of the integration line, established in [10, 
Section 22], one can prove the following assertion. 
THEOREM 6. Let x ~ x(d) C X.  Then in the neighboarhood of the point x(d) the derivatives 
of the solution of Problem U have the fo//owing behaviour 
O ~tl(C~ 
0xl ~(~) = ( -1 )a  2 I~ - z(d)l ~7~ co~ 
- ( -1 )  '~ v2-~ [ -  s ine(d) In ix - x(d)l 4- ~ cos a(t0] + O(1), 
whereto =0,  7 ---- (1/2)(~ + a(d) - l r )  f fd= a~, and m = 1, 7 = (1/2)(~0 + a(d)) if d= b~, 
o ~(~) = (_ i )  ~ #~(d) ~(d) 
Ox~ 2 I~ - ~-~)1 ~t2 cos7 - ( -1 ) "  2~r 
× [cos ~(d) In Ix - ~(d) l + ~ sin,~(d)] + 0(1) ,  
where m = 0, 7 = (1/2)[~v + a(d)] - Ir i fd  = a~, and m = 1, 7 = (1/2)[~0 + tr(d) - lr I f fd  = b~. 
By 0(1),  we denote functions w1~ah are continuous at the point x(d). Moreover, functions 
denoted as 0(1) are continuous in the neighborhood of the point x( d) cut along the contour 1 . 
The formulas in the theorem establish the following curious fact. In the general case, the 
derivatives of the solution of Problem U near the end x(d) of contour I "t behave as 
O(Ix - z( d)l -t /2) + O(ln Ix - x(d) l -t) .  
However, if #l(d) = u(d) = 0, then Vu(x)  will be bounded and even continuous at the point 
x(d) E X.  In this case, we observe the effect of disappearance of singularities. Such an effect 
cannot be found with the help of local methods for analysis of singularities of boundary value 
problems. Constants #l(d) and u(d) have the form of functionals acting on the functions specified 
in the boundary condition (2b). Singularities may disappear on certain tips of the cuts for certain 
functions in (2b). For example, let r 2 = 0, r 1 # O, cuts r 1 are placed on a line, F+(s) = -F - ( s )  
in (2b), then # -- 0, while u(s) is given by (13). Note that g l (d)  -- 0 for each x(d) E X.  
Therefore, singularities disappear in the point x(d) e X if v(d) = 2F'+(d) = 0. 
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